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Beautiful Feelings
 
As the ocean waves kisses the sand,
You’re the one, who I always understand,
The pain and sorrows shall we withstand,
My life with you will be beautiful than.
 
I love you more than words can say,
I love you more and more each day,
I think of you each night and day,
Before I met you, my days were gray.
 
The ocean and sky is blue in color,
You are as beautiful as a rose flower,
Our love is in the shape of the four leave clover,
And no matter what i shall proudly say you’re my lover.
 
As the moon sets and the sun rise,
You are the soul of my life,
I’m counting the days where we will be husband and wife,
Trust me baby, without you i can't survive.
 
As i feel the breeze from the ocean side,
The temptations increases just a bit too wide,
But I’m sorry because i have to control it to save your pride,
I swear in 10 years’ time we will definitely unite.
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Belated Birthday & Life
 
Your birthday would have past,
But the memories would forever last.
No matter what happens to de trust,
The happiness should forever last.
 
Your birthday only comes once a year,
I’m sorry to say I’m nowhere near.
I hope to not see you tear,
In the coming years.
 
You are a special person for people today,
but in some people’s life u live every day by day.
Thing might just go in different way,
But no matter what I’ll just stay.
 
Dance among the ribbons,
of the birthday balloons.
Smile through the lit candles,
And sing to the classic happy tune.
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Broken Heart
 
She left me and she's gone,
You can never expect me to be strong,
All i could do is just sit alone,
Knowing what i say might just be wrong.
 
I loved her so much from the bottom of ma heart,
Never expect things so end so fast,
All i want was things to just last,
But my love was there but u were lost.
 
I was there once when u needed me,
You were there too when i needed you,
We became happy and things became WE,
But now its just all because of me.
 
Loving u was all i learnt,
But it all just got burnt,
You are all i ever want,
Even knowing you belong to someone.
 
My life is nothing without you,
Knowing that i have been so true,
Every moment kills without you,
You never tought me to live without you.
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Deep In Me
 
Looking at you in pain,
With my eyes so wet,
Remembering all you lain,
In the words you said.
 
Memories ended in drain,
In a blink of an eye,
Stabbing thru the moments,
In all your lie.
 
The pain you caused,
Can never be healed,
Looking thru the moments,
In a wind shield.
 
Hoping this would come to an end,
Those moments of fear down the sand,
Waiting for a magic to come and land,
The fear is over and it shall end.
 
Down the days the time goes by,
Wishing you'll never stood infront of my eye,
I never knew I would still cry,
For the moments we had, which was not a lie.
 
The knife stabs deep down the soul,
Wishing the pain would never grow old,
For everytime the word was told,
Deep inside the pain got mould.
 
Mistakes are made with humans sake,
Seriousness is what you should have take,
For everytime a mistake was made,
A part of me, is getting dead.
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Fade Away
 
I saw your eyes
All I saw was lies
You act like it was the truth
You hid it thinking I won't know
But when the time comes
You'll see
You'll see the truth
You'll understand true love
Everything would have left
Then
You'll regret why
Why you end up alone
Why you took things for granted
Why everything faded away
But sadly
Nothing could be done
Tears would have dried up
Pain would have fade
Memories wouldn't last
End of the day
You're left all alone.
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Friendship
 
When I realize how bad I fell,
And there was no one I could tell,
Feeling lonely deep inside a well,
Knowing I'm going thru hell.
 
An angel popped up in a name of friend,
Looking in my eyes and holing my hand,
Raised me above and away from the land,
Telling me straight this is never the end.
 
Fixing back my broken heart,
Stitching back those torn part,
Loving me with what you got,
Telling me we'll never go apart.
 
Defining the values of friends,
Showering with non-stop happiness,
Throwing away those egos,
Telling me to let it go.
 
Someone like you is who I want,
Wishing someone could help me grant,
Ditching you is something I can't
Friendship is all I meant.
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Future
 
Life goes on based on need
Like a plant growing from a seed
Live a life with a good deed
Like the pleasure by a weed
 
Certain pains are hard to say
But there's solution coming on the way
It's only depends on the way we play
Things will change by the day
 
Everyone won the day they born
But out heart just gets torn
Like those cloths which gets worn
There will be a day where we won
 
People treat us like a game
And all we seek is just fame
Some don't understand it's lame
Just remember it just the begin.
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Happy Birthday
 
As the stars shine bright at night,
You will officially be 18 at sight,
Your life would be as pure as your holy pride,
Wishing for a chance to spend with you the night.
 
Live have its ups and downs,
But since your 18 things would have turned around,
Just to remind you that you are always a queen without a crown,
And no matter what life just has to go on..
 
Today is such an auspicious day,
May this be your best birthday,
With full of light's and laughter's surrounding,
Your cake would be arriving.
 
Every year that comes and goes
Brings its flowers and let it snows,
Birthday wishes will keep arriving,
And for a cake...I’m starving.
 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY.....
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How Much I Need You!
 
Baby you're the heart to my soul,
Holding you tight where the moments so cold,
Feeling you deep into the words told,
Happiness I see when we become old.
 
Life has its untold things,
Which happens like it jinx,
You hold me tight to fight those things,
So I wouldn't rip the, in a split of a blink.
 
You taught me to take it peace,
So I wouldn't have to rip anyone in piece,
With a war which runs in my head,
You stood there giving me shade.
 
Baby without you I'm down so deep,
A path which was very steep,
Those words from you woke my sleep,
From those memories which I should never keep.
 
You shine my life like a sun,
When I was in trouble and couldn't run,
The pain which was giving me bruises,
You chop them down, and made me lose.
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If Only You Feel What I Felt
 
If only u felt what I feel,
Things wouldn't be like this,
I wouldn't have to kneel,
Wishing for the end of pains.
 
If only you felt what I feel,
Problems would fade,
Things would be more real,
I wouldn't wish for the dead.
 
If only you felt what I feel,
Tears would have washed away,
Our mistakes wouldn't be a deal,
Happiness would just shine like as ray.
 
If only you felt what I feel,
I would be really happy,
Having an angel as a girl,
would be very sure things won't be Nasty.
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I'M Sorry
 
I know mistakes have been made,
and it was during our date,
life would always need a break,
lost in life with nothing made.
 
relationship's are based on trust,
breaking it should never be a must,
mistakes happens in every past,
without you is as valued as dust.
 
sorry is what i keep asking,
forgiveness is what i keep wanting,
now im just wishing for one thing,
is that when you would be forgiving.
 
problem's are nothing if we don't worry,
always be free to share it as a story,
you are the one i would like to marry,
but things aren't getting better with the word sorry.
 
Anand Ramachandran
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Journey
 
I had a dream,
We were walking down the streets,
The streets which were quiet and lonely,
Gripping your hand tight,
As we walk the path of life.
 
The path has its ups and downs,
The road were never straight,
Manholes popped up as we walked,
But it never stopped us from going.
 
A sudden strike of a bright light,
The light was very far away,
It was round and beautiful,
Giving a soothing feeling for the soul,
The soul which never grew old.
 
The road was lonely,
But the path was lovely,
Looking at the sky so cloudy,
Baby you're my one and only.
 
I could hear the steps you take,
The steps which could make changes,
The changes may be good or bad,
Hopefully the trust will never be dead.
 
You may trip as you walk,
But I'm here to hold you tight,
So you'll never fall in the wrong path,
And get injured as life is a task.
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Loneliness
 
As you walk thru the lonely path,
Memories strike beneath the dark,
Going thru the memories which are stuck,
Killing thru the pain beyond the dusk.
 
Shadows walk when there is light,
Holding your soul with its dark knight,
The soul who once called as moonlight,
Leaving you in pain with its first sight.
 
Pictures were taken as a moment to remember,
But it all faded in the month of october,
Certain pain are best to not remember,
There's no point in being so tender.
 
Life is a gamble which we all take,
Giving you decisions which are hard to make,
Living our life for others sake,
The pain is complicated and that's when we need a break.
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Love
 
Losing you is the last thing I'll do,
I’m sure that my love is 100% true,
Being with you is something i just want,
Hurting you is something i just can’t.
 
You know how much i need you in life,
Just waiting for the time u will be my wife,
Hurting u is like stabbing myself with a knife,
Ill protect you like the bees in the hive.
 
During the seconds you were there,
My life brightens up due to the flare,
A second without you is equivalent to a nightmare,
My life might just stop if you’re not there.
 
Independent is something you have in you,
Without you i swear i can't go thru,
I know i have really hurt you,
Give me a chance and I’ll make sure you won’t go thru.
 
Anxiety is the problem you keep facing,
Things might just keep getting surprising,
Speaking out honest is something i keep doing,
The day your fully with me will be totally amazing.
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Love Of My Life
 
Something in you I wanna hear,
Beyond the truth and away the fear,
Bringing our heart together so near,
Never wanna see a drip of a tear.
 
Her eyes were so tough and bold,
Making me feel the mistakes so cold,
For those moments which was very old,
And the truth which were not told.
 
Emphasizing on the love that I had,
Something in you I was always mad,
The love on me you strongly had,
Makes me regret, the moment I made you sad.
 
Remembering the moments which was so true,
The happiness moments when I was with you,
Giving you a situation you've never been thru,
Loving you so deep and so true.
 
Inside my heart you have a place,
A place which could never be replace,
Walking thru the moment in peace,
Holding on tight like a slippery leach.
 
Never has my word fade away,
In loving you the same way,
For the days we had wanting to stay,
Forever and happy away.
 
Anand Ramachandran
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Moments Together
 
Baby I want to hold you tight,
Never want to lose your sight,
In the midst of this wonderful night,
I really want to treat you right.
 
Baby life has its downs,
Together we can work things up,
Forget about those painful wounds,
I believe we can fight things up.
 
Baby look into this beautiful world,
The things which control this world,
Without you my life would be dull,
Stuck inside this miserable world.
 
Baby look into those moments,
Those moments, we were close,
We were like a thread in the blouse,
Can't wait for the moment we walk with applause,
 
Baby your life with me,
Would be like the aroma in my coffee,
Standing at the balcony,
Looking at the beautiful sea.
 
Anand Ramachandran
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Never Ending Us
 
Feeling lonely is something i face,
It puts my life into a complicating maze,
My life is filled with haze,
Baby i just can't keep counting the days.
 
Strange feeling keeps running in my head,
Keep worrying how it’s going to affect my grade,
I do not love you for the sake of getting laid,
All I’m seeking is for those lovely words you said.
 
A lot of things i desire,
But i know it will never be nice asking,
Having you in life is worth something,
Trust me baby i will never be regretting.
 
Telling me you love me is something you do,
It just makes me high like the special brew,
Your family is something i need to get thru,
Wishing they will know that our love is true.
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Only You
 
If we were ment to be together,
I don't mind going further,
Despite all those tough weather,
To you I shall surrender.
 
If our love is real strong,
Let's prove people what's wrong,
Despite problems that goes on,
With you I'll stand all night long.
 
Breaking up is nothing we need,
Why not start again with a new seed,
Baby your all I need,
Without you my life isn't freed.
 
 
Things won't be the same as before,
If its not you than there is no one to care for,
life will turn down feeling sore,
If it's not you than there is no one I'm going for.
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Pain Before Dying
 
Certain pain has it's words to say,
Throwing words deeper then the bay,
Tearing apart the heart which was okay,
Inside a coffin is where I lay.
 
Running across a thousand miles,
Hoping to the lips which smiles,
Realizing time flew so fast,
And everything turned into lies.
 
Memories was something we made,
Faded like the moon loses its shade,
Those words which you use to say,
Back then before I was dead.
 
Watching you sleep is something I love,
The way you turn and make your move,
The voice you speak when you wake up,
Made me fall so down dark.
 
The love you had was so fake,
Made me see the mistakes made,
Sadly not when I used to be awake,
But now when I'm sleeping dead
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Poetry Speaks Beyond Your Mind
 
Poetry comes beyond the mind,
Calming you down thru the spine,
Giving you a feel like a strong wine,
Opening your thoughts and let it shine.
 
Words come and touch your soul,
Making you feel a sensational cold,
Inspiring moments which were never told,
In a mid of a decision, you'll have to be bold.
 
The pen which writes knows your feel,
Making u realize behind the frill,
The paper speaks the pain which kills,
The mind says what has to heal.
 
Ideas which strike will brighten your night,
Taking you beyond what is fright,
Making you feel those moments in tight,
Writing it out is what is right.
 
The feel in you is beyond the way,
Raising your soul to say whats okay,
Beyond the universe and far far away,
Poetry speaks what the heart wishes to say.
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Regret
 
I saw her face,
Her beautiful smile,
She was the most amazing girl I ever saw,
Shy to approach her,
But she never stop smiling,
I wanted her digits,
But words never spoke,
I walked away,
As I did she said HI,
I didn't turn back,
But now that's all I regret.
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She's Worth My Life
 
Loving you is something so pure,
I don't mind getting into any war,
With you by my side I’m fully secure,
Nothing can split us even all those whore.
 
A hug from you is one of the best,
With that i can just forget the rest,
It’s like a mom protecting in the nest,
Avoiding life from unwanted pest.
 
Taking you a tour all around the north,
Making you feel that you own the whole earth,
Proving you how much your deserve this birth,
Trust me baby your birth is just so worth.
 
Being with you in the name of love,
It just keeps running in my nerve,
Can't stop providing you the things you deserve,
Ow baby I’m just so madly in love.
 
Anand Ramachandran
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The Pain Of Love
 
Thinking bout life
And things I've sacrifice
For the one who is nice
Ended up being my knife
 
Walking down the path
Holding on my breath
Trying to not regret
For the promise which isn't kept
 
Deep down my soul
Things that are nvr told
Hunting me cold
For the things which isn't bold
 
My heart tore apart
Like those bags in a mart
Left me crying apart
For things isn't right
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Unexpected Change In Life
 
My life had been down,
Without anyone in town,
To hold my hands tight,
When nothing was going right.
 
Getting my heart broken nonstop,
Just feel like make it stop,
With all the sufferings i faced,
Ended up lying down in de bed of grave.
 
Unexpectedly things started changed,
Problems started to come to an end,
With a beautiful angel next to me,
Changing my status from me to we.
 
Inspiring me by your attitude,
Made me express my gratitude,
Proving you my love is true,
No matter what problems we go thru.
 
Baby I feel our love is super strong,
But I wonder why you made me wait so long?
All the problems was like a game we play,
I'll never give you a chance to move away.
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When I'M With You
 
Hugging you tight during the rain,
Removing your sorrows and your pain,
Feeling your love runs in my vein,
Baby i guess I'm just insane.
 
Holding you tight thru out the night,
Kissing you at every sight,
Making me feel my life is bright,
Honestly baby you're just almight.
 
Bringing you close by holding your hips,
Taking you around in the name of trips,
Looking at your eyes and feeling those lips,
Tempting so high to go with the kiss.
 
Cuddling with you while kissing your cheek,
Waiting for the day it will reach the peak,
Being with you is what i really seek,
Hoping fate will not play any trick.
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You’re The One I Need
 
Our relationship is based on trust,
Never once we had a feeling of lust,
Baby living with you is truly a must,
A life without you will just turn into a dust.
 
Amazing moments i have had in mind,
Can't wait for the candle light dine,
Waiting for the clock to strike nine,
Baby trust me your only mine.
 
My mind can't stop saying your name,
Being with you gives me the fame,
I won’t mind taking all the blame,
Having you in my life is my only aim.
 
As i hold your hands and look into your eyes,
That stun's me there and gives me paradise,
Hugging you makes me feel nice,
I'll never survive if you’re not in my life.
 
You’re the one, who I believe in,
Hold me tight and make me win,
I don’t mind taking in all of your sin,
For your happiness i would leave my kin.
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